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Inside stories of a successful water market

Dolores Rey, Alvar Escriva-Bou, Javier Calatrava, David Adamson and Sara Palomo-Hierro

Summary

The combination of increasing water demand, and more severe and frequent droughts, has reduced water security and increased water inequity throughout the world. In regions that have already allocated their conjunctive water supply, this combination of increasing demand and decreasing reliability in supply has created a policy conundrum of how to maximise the social benefits from water. Water markets provide one approach to reallocate water to those individuals who are willing to pay the most to access that water. However, while markets provide a mechanism to promote increased economic return from water use, questions remain concerning if market structures provide the capacity to include all parts of society. The adoption of water markets and water trading has occurred in some parts of the world, and each country has implemented different market rules, trading agreements, institutional structures, and participant access, with mixed levels of success. This chapter reviews some successful experiences of water trading in Australia, western US and Spain, describing how markets have helped in alleviating water related risks reducing the associated impacts. Despite these successful experiences, the potential of water trading is still underdeveloped in most cases due to several factors and barriers to trade. Some insights in relation to how to increase the success of a market for water are provided at the end of the chapter.

1. What is the role of water markets?

Globally, many freshwater ecosystems are suffering from significant overexploitation [1]–[3]. As water resources are essential for the preservation of life, livelihoods, and ecosystems, this combination of overexploitation, continuing increasing demands for water, and uncertainty associated with future water supply has allowed conflict over a shared resource to emerge. Conflict will continue as a combination of: inequitable income and population growth; urbanisation; changes in consumption habits; and the uncertainty impacts of a changing climate, will exacerbate problems related to future water availability [4]. Water insecurity and inequality then poses substantive threats to all countries’ economy, social and the environment resilience.

Water scarcity is not unique to arid and drought-prone areas, but it is also evident in more humid and temperate regions where traditionally rainfall has been abundant. Water management often occurs by institutions and their regulations, but in many cases, they have failed to keep pace with the changing nature of water demand and supply. Governments are re-evaluating their strategies for dealing with water insecurity and water inequality for this and future generations. If new water strategies can deal with risk and uncertainty, then these resilient solutions provide a level of certainty for all water users. In some basins all available water resources have been already allocated to different users (irrigators, urban suppliers, industries, environment), and is not possible to fulfil more demands. When institutions prevent the access to more water, a basin is considered closed [5]. In closed basins, when water demand increases, the only way to meet this new demand (apart from water use efficiency gains) is through the reallocation of the existing water resources among competing needs. Even in basins that have not achieved the closure point, reallocation of water resources —either temporal or permanent— might be useful to use water for more essential needs and to avoid expensive supply investments or environmental crisis during shortages.
With the expected effects of climate change on water supplies and demands, some authors have pointed out to water markets as a cost-efficient adaptation mechanism [6].

A water market is “an institutional framework which allows water right holders, under certain established rules, to transfer their water rights to other economic agents or water users, receiving an economic compensation in exchange” [7]. As Getches [8] pointed out “the great virtue of creating property rights in water is that it can be bought and sold”. Water markets institutionalize water trading, allowing for a more efficient use of available water resources, reallocating water from low to high value uses, provided the right regulatory framework. The prices negotiated for these transfers provide useful information to all parties about the economic value of water, creating incentives for its conservation, to invest in local infrastructure to reduce conveyance losses from evaporation and leakage, and to coordinate infrastructure needs [9]. Whereas short-term transfers—sometimes called leases—are used for coping with droughts, permanent transfers are a demand-management tool to reallocate water. In Australia, California and Spain, transfers have been used to buyback water for the environment, to offset the risk of drought to capital, to increase reliability of urban water supply, to reallocate water from low- to higher-value crops [10]–[13]. In most of the cases, a majority of sellers are farmers with higher reliability in their property rights and lower economic benefit in their water use application, whereas buyers are much more diverse.

2. Why, when and where a market for water has been established?

Establishing water markets is one approach for improving water economic efficiency. However, very few countries have established formal water markets. Besides, in countries where water markets are regulated and authorized, exchanges are not quantitatively that important. Water markets exist in different parts of the world, mainly in those areas with water scarcity problems or with an irregular distribution of water resources among seasons, users or regions. Australia, Chile and some parts of the USA, including California, are home to long-active water markets, yet they have very different structures, designs, institutional settings and different degrees of market intervention [14]. For example, in Chile and Australia, the management of these markets is more decentralized. Australian water markets are probably the most developed in the world, and in some basins, exchanges can be ordered, managed and monitored electronically. Despite these differences in market design and implementation, similarities related to the: problems in the definition and registration of water rights and their supply reliability; predominant role of agriculture as the main water seller, the prevalence of temporary exchanges of water; prices dispersion; and increasing concern for the environmental impacts, exist in these countries. Many of these resemblances can also be found in other regions like Spain, Mexico, Canada or South Africa, where water markets have also been created but their use has been very limited to date [12], [15].

In many arid and semi-arid developing countries, with limited social and institutional capacities, the adoption of markets for permanent water rights has been hesitant; while informal markets for temporary transfers have been more widely adopted, since no change of ownership takes place [16]. Such is the case of China, India and Pakistan, where informal groundwater markets between farmers, characterized by the lack of official government administration, have spontaneously emerged [17], [18].

While there is not such a definitive set of requirements that need to be in place for water markets to occur and success, an analysis of the experiences and academic writing reveals certain preconditions that point to the effective operation of water markets. These include, among others:

- The existence of resource scarcity along with differences in water productivity between potential buyers and sellers, as well as sufficient willing market participants [19].
• The establishment of an effective cap on total sustainable extractions and then allocated among users [20].

• Well defined property rights in a manner that they are completely specified, monitored, enforceable, transferable and legally secured [21].

• Unbundled water rights (access, use and delivery components) separated from land rights [22].

• The presence of physical infrastructure so that the purchased water can be transported, at a reasonable cost, to the new owner [23].

• A sound regulatory and governance framework within which water trading can take place including the existence of enforcement and sanctioning mechanisms [24].

• The availability of information on water concessions and water market prices and volumes traded in a fashion manner so that transaction costs may be reduced [12].

The degree to which each of these preconditions is achieved in the alternative water markets is, of course, a continuous variable. Nonetheless, it seems that the fulfillment of these preconditions has been instrumental in explaining the different degree of success - or failure - of different countries in using water markets [25]. For example, in Australia’s closed basins, property right design and desire to use markets for water reform have resulted in clear market rules, regulations and transparency to make the market as functional as possible. All these changes, together with the political will and the willingness to allocate real resources towards solving the over allocation problems has allowed its water markets to develop.

Transition towards water markets has usually taken place gradually as water demand increases and fresh water becomes scarcer. Yet, there have been other circumstances which have prompted the adoption of this economic instrument as a tool to reallocate water, such as the occurrence of extreme events (e.g. droughts), changes in environmental regulation, or because of economic feasibility [26]. In Australia, the first tentative steps towards water trading took place in the 1980s, although water marketing did not gain traction until the Millennium Drought (1997-2010) changed preconceptions and expectations about known water supply in the Murray-Darling Basin (MDB), Australia’s food basin. By 2006, the drought provided the political impetus to force regulatory changes and to develop the 2007 Water Act. The Water Act amongst other issues, proposed both the development of a MDB Plan (the Plan) to establish environmental rights and to establish institutions to identify and negate barriers to water trade [27]. This legislation allowed the rapid growth in water market volumes, transfers and allowed irrigators to learn about the real price of water.
The MDB is home to one of the most mature water markets in the world, accounting for over 80% of all entitlement trade and seasonal allocation trade in Australia, representing around 30% of water allocated in a given water year [28]. Overall, the MDB has proven to be a mechanism to: provide private wealth by engaging in trade (local, regional and inter-state); provide a facility to help mitigate drought risk, and provide a solution to offset negative outcomes from the use of water, but the market and its rules will continue to evolve.

Although to a different extent and with different outcomes, the transition towards water markets in California has followed a similar pattern of gradual development triggered by the occurrence of droughts and the increasing environmental concern [29]. Water markets were first envisioned in California in the late seventies when the combination of scarcity, urban expansion and intensive agricultural production raised awareness on the necessity of adopting measures to guarantee water supply and agricultural production. In this context of water scarcity and changing water demands water markets were primarily encouraged as a mean to enhance water efficiency. However, it was not until the late 1980s and early 1990s when a seven years drought accompanied by several water reforms took place, that water markets started to be broadly adopted. Apart from this significant drought episode and similar to Australia, environmental concerns and subsequent environmental water trading also played a major role in boosting water market activity in California during the years 1995-2002. During this period, environmental purchase increased three times faster than the market as a whole, mainly due to the rise in environmental water purchase through federal and state programs such as the USBR’s new Water Acquisition Program and the CALFED’s new Environmental Water Account [29]. These and other measures and legislative changes, have allowed water marketing in California to grow significantly over the past three decades. Today, water trades represent about 5 percent of all water used in the state. Trade has developed into an invaluable tool for helping California manage its scarce water resources more efficiently and sustainably over the long term, as well in its ability to cope with periodic droughts.

Transition towards water markets adoption in Spain provides a different picture. Law 46/1999 incorporated formal water markets into the Spanish legal and regulatory framework in 1999, allowing for spot water markets and water exchange centers to be developed. Though it has been fifteen years since water trading was allowed, limited improvement has taken place in the performance of water markets. Since their implementation, there have
been relatively few water transactions, most of them during the drought period (2005 to 2008) in a spot market and among agricultural users [12], [30].

In view of the above, Australia and California seem to illustrate a similar approach to water markets. In these regions water markets are not considered an exception, even if they represent a small share of the total amount of water used like in California [31]. The opposite is true in Spain where, as showed by evidence, water markets are regarded as exceptional rather than representing a major institutional change, use of water markets have mainly constituted a “disaster management strategy” [32]. A deeper insight into the specifics, outcomes, and examples of each of these case studies is provided in the next section.

It is worth stressing that although successful examples of water markets implementation and performance do exist, they are relatively scant. Most of the countries adopting water markets have made an effort in removing barriers to trade to enable the market to re-allocate water to its highest use value. However, water markets implementation is still hindered by social, economic, environmental, physical and cultural barriers that have proven difficult to overcome (see Section 4 of this chapter). It is also worth mentioning that despite in real world water markets generally deviate from an ideal textbook market, these do not preclude the possibility of a well-functioning and socially beneficial water market as case studies provided in the next section illustrate. As it happens in other natural resources markets, the potential performance of water markets will ultimately depend on their wider contexts and preconditions, i.e. legal rules, political choices, economic and geographic conditions as well as cultural practices [33].

3. Water trading experiences – A story of success?

Currently, water trading activity is helping to alleviate water scarcity problems in many regions worldwide [34]. This section presents some examples of successful water trading experiences in Australia, California and Spain, to highlight the benefits of implementing a market for water as a reallocation mechanism. Besides, the reasons that limited the water trading potential are discussed.

3.1. Australia

3.1.1. Water Markets in Australia (focusing on the Murray-Darling Basin)

To explore the development and evolution of water markets in Australia, this section builds on Alex Marshall’s [35] key intertwined components of market design that include: allowing market rules and strategies to evolve over time; property rights; legal settings; corporations and intellectual property; physical environment; and the necessity for, by adding political will, transparency and environmental holder.

The Murray-Darling Basin is Australia’s natural experiment in water reform and water markets. The MDB: covers and area greater than over 1million Km², has over 50% of all water used for irrigation in Australia; and has over 65% of Australia’s irrigated land [36]. Water resources in the MDB are over allocated and the transition towards market-based solutions is a political recognition that the supply-based measures do not solve environmental problems [27]. Adding complexity to the markets is that the MDB has the 2nd most variable inflow in the world [37] and water markets are considered as a key risk management tool to combat drought [38].
3.1.2. Legal settings, institutions and property rights

While books have been dedicated to explaining the legalities of water market development in Australia [39], this section has limited its discussion to the three major reforms that identified that:

- An upper limit (or cap) on water extractions had to be implemented and that water trading must have consistent rules between all states (1994 COAG Water Reform Framework, [40]).

- that for trade to work water entitlements must: specify the product, be legally recognised by all states and territories, be able to be traded or leased, and understand that the product is subject to climatic variability, and that the market needed clear rules to minimise transaction costs, and be free of current barriers to trade (2004 National Water Initiative, [41]); and

- the 2007 Water Act [42] that enacted: the National Water Commission to identify and help remove barriers to trade; allowed the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) to rule if there were unnecessary charges or fees that prevented individuals from engaging in trade; and provided detailed instructions on the development and implementation of market rules (see Section 4 of the Act).

The on-going development reflects the learning about how to set up markets and these legal settings were harmonised between all states to ensure that legal status of property rights. The 1994 ‘Cap’ on water extractions essentially closed the MDB. While this closure was a step forward, it also highlighted that there was value in un and under developed property rights. Consequently as rights were decoupled from land, these rights were traded and subsequently utilised and exasperated environmental degradation [43]. Yes, property rights and trade can increase environmental harm.

To deal with the inherent variability of water supply, three classes of water rights exist within the MDB. These classes define the reliability of the property rights to provide water: high, general and supplementary water in a given catchment. Consequently, the bundle of rights within each catchment in the MDB is unique both in terms of the composition (i.e. number of rights by class), and the reliability of each right class. In other words, rights do meet the 2004 National Water Initiative guidelines, as the structure of these rights means that both buyers and sellers are aware of the ‘marginal value’ each right class by catchment has to their production system. This provides clarity to the market place to help price property rights.

3.1.3. Corporations and intellectual property

While the rules pertaining to trade and who can trade are defined by the government, private companies have been allowed to construct the clearinghouses to facilitate trade between private individuals. Consequently, trading platforms are designed and operated by private companies to make a profit. Not only do they offer a place for individuals to engage in allocation or entitlement trade but they also offer information concerning the market, current water supply and links to forecasts and industry based information. The success of the private interaction in shaping the functionality of the market has allowed these platforms to be exported overseas, [44]

---

1 These rights are often referred to as sleeper (undeveloped) and dozer (under developed) in the literature
2 Decoupling is a process where rights are separated into separate bundles, this subsequently allows water rights to be sold or leased without needing to trade land.
3.1.4. Evolving Market Rules and Strategies

Market rules and strategies evolve over time as Marshall [45] wrote…

“Again, markets vary with regard to the period of time which is allowed to the forces of demand and supply to bring themselves into equilibrium with one another, as well as with regard to the area over which they extend.” (Book V, Chapter 1, Section 6, page 192)

As individuals and private companies adapt and learn to manipulate market rules, legal frameworks, property rights, and the physical environment, over time, new rules and legal settings are introduced to fine tune the market and enforce rights. While the overall design of the markets attempts to minimise transaction costs, they are nevertheless evident.

Current market rules: define where and how water can be traded (surface, groundwater, and the trade between surface and groundwater) between catchments; if penalties (i.e. changes to volume) are applied to reflect the conveyance loss of water as it moves along the river (or between conjunctive sources); and provide the necessary legal frameworks to engage in permanent or allocation trade.

3.1.5. Market Transparency

Unawareness allows supernormal profits to be made in markets [46]. To prevent this, the development within Australian water markets, a combination of purchasing rights for the environment (i.e. the buyback) [27], and the public release of market information, has prevented information asymmetry. The Restore the Balance (or buyback) process in Australia helped irrigators discover the price of water in the MDB that the government was willing to pay [47] and in turn informed the private market of prices.

While reviews (monthly or annually) of water markets (volume traded, prices, where trade occurred) can be downloaded from government websites³ and from private companies⁴. Such information then helps individuals plan new strategies for dealing with water markets.

3.1.6. Environmental Holder

The development of the Plan has created some uncertainty in water markets, as the government is now the single largest owner of water. The Plan follows the concepts of common-property [48] to deal with the over allocation of water in the MDB. The Environmental Holder will eventually manage between 2,750 to 3,200 GL of water for the environment and this will comprise of set of property rights that are identical to irrigators rights (i.e. as discussed the buyback was one economic instrument designed to transfer water from irrigators to the Environmental Holder⁵).

As the Environmental Holder: has to meet a range of environmental objectives; can trade water to reallocate its permanent portfolio; and engage in temporary trade to either buy or sell water to and from irrigators, the market will again face a series of new challenges and strategic responses. Inevitably, comments suggesting that the Environmental Holder will act in a predatory manor (buyer or seller) will have to be explored.

---


⁵ Note the 2,750 to 3,200GL of water will come from the volume currently allocated to irrigators.
3.2. The US (California)

3.2.1. Introduction

The first major drought widely experienced by Californians occurred in 1976-77. It provided a wake-up call that exposed the inadequacy of past water supply planning and changed how policy makers thought about water [49]. The drought prompted major policy changes, and given the extensive supply plumbing already existent in California, demand management strategies were proposed as innovative solutions.

In a report to review California Water Rights Law [50] the Commission proposed “The Market Approach” to improve water use efficiency and identified the regulatory changes needed to encourage voluntary transfers of water rights. To achieve this the Commission proposed three critical tasks. One, ensure the security of the right, to incentivize water reclamation and avoid the risk of forfeiture under the “use it or lose it” doctrine. Two ensure the flexibility of the right to change the place of use, point of diversion and purpose of use and some other restrictions. Three, implement administrative reforms to speed up the permitting process.

Most of these recommendations were set forth in the water code in the following years, and the first actual water trades started in the early 1980s.

3.2.2. Water Market Stages

The coincidence of the beginning of the California water market with a wet cycle limited the initial amount of trading in the early 1980s. But another drought, between 1987 and 1992, spurred the market activity and cities, farms and the environment started to benefit from water transfers.

The establishment of the California Drought Water Bank in 1991 was a major institutional breakthrough, with the state approving and administering water trading [51]. The Department of Water Resources, in charge of operating the State Water Project that provides water supplies for 25 million Californians and 300,000 hectares of irrigated farmland, started purchasing water to offset lower deliveries to its contractors and wildlife refuges. Overall, during the period 1987-1994, state and federal agencies purchases for resale and environmental uses accounted for nearly half of the market activity [9].

The growth of the market continued during the second half of the 1990s, even though during these years California experienced on of the wettest cycles in the 20th century. If during the 1987-2012 drought most purchases went to Californian cities, during the second half of the 1990s San Joaquin Valley farmers dominated water purchases. Environmental deals grew largely also during this period, were the market kept growing even after the drought years.

The market achieved its maturity with the new century, and since then the amount of trading has been approximately flat. The composition of the trades has changed though. During the 20th century a majority of the trades were short-term leases (nearly 80%) and most of the remaining long-term leases. The 21st century has seen a stable growth of long-term leases and the appearance of a small but quasi-constant share of permanent sales (between 2001 and 2014 long-term leases accounted for 44%, long-term leases for 43% and permanent sales for 13%) 6.

---

6 Own calculation using data from Hanak and Jezdimirovic (2016).
3.2.3. Some shortcomings

Infrastructure and legal barriers hinder the California water market. As a result, trades among agencies that have rights to use water within the same large projects (CVP, SWP, and Colorado River) continue to dominate the market, accounting for over 60% of all trades since the mid-1990s, and 80 percent of trades not involving direct state or federal government purchases [9]. Less than 20% of the activity in the market can be attributed to the “open market”: agencies within different projects or not belonging to projects at all.

The stagnation of the total amount of water market activity during the 21st century might also reflect the high transaction costs involved in the process. Some authors point out to the lack of clarity on priority beyond water rights [52], the need for different government roles [53], the lack of information on water rights, water available for trade, or prices [54], or the need for expanding some conveyance and storage capacity [55].

3.2.4. A win-win strategy: Option contract between Metropolitan Water District and Palo Verde Irrigation District

Metropolitan Water District (MWD) is the largest distributor of treated drinking water in the United States, supplying water to 19 million people in Southern California. It owns and operates an extensive water system and imports water from the Feather River, in Northern California, and the Colorado River to supplement local supplies. Palo Verde Irrigation District (PVID) provides water to more than 50,000 hectares of farmland in Riverside and Imperial Counties, with a water right from the Colorado River of 555 hm³.

In 2005, MWD and PVID signed a 35-year agreement to fallow annually between 2,400 and 107,000 hectares of PVID land, depending on MWD necessities. Farmers that participate agreed in fallowing between 10 and 35% of acreage per year, receiving an up-front payment of $3,170 per acre to participate in the program ($1283/hectare) plus an annual payment of $600 per acre fallowed each year. More than 90% of PVID landowners accepted to participate. Between 30,000 and 120,000 acre feet (37 to 148 hm³) or water is made available to MWD customers annually [56].

A pilot program was developed initially between 1992 and 1994, when the utilities learned that 60 full-time agricultural jobs and an estimated $4 million lost in farm-related services,
prompting the establishment of a $6 million local development fund to mitigate the impact of the water transfer on the Palo Verde Valley [56].

Option contracts have emerged lately in other parts of California. This is a clear example that water reallocation can be a much cheaper option that supply infrastructure when dealing with temporal shortages, but also with structural deficit in supplies (see [57]–[59] for a more formal risk analysis).

3.3. Spain

3.3.1. Legal framework

With the declared objectives of providing flexibility to the Spanish system of public water use rights (concessions), increasing the economic efficiency of water use and reducing the economic impact of scarcity, the Spanish Parliament passed in 1999 the Water Law Amendment (Law 46/1999), which legislated and regulated the operation of water markets in Spain. Law 46/1999 allowed, subject to the application to and the authorization by the corresponding river basin authority, for the voluntary water trading between concession holders entering into a private agreement to temporarily transfer their water use rights for a price or “compensation”, through what is referred to as a temporary lease contract [60]. Before this reform only private groundwater rights could be traded, ether leased or sold [30]. To maintain the public nature of water use rights, prevent speculation and protect the rights of third parties and the environment, Law 46/1999 established restrictions in the direction, volumes and spatial extent of the exchanges. For instance, water cannot be sold from consumptive to non-consumptive users and the other way around, from higher to lower priority users or to non-right-holders [30]. Inter-basin contracts are restricted to drought periods and to those basins that are already interconnected, requiring the authorization of the Spanish Government. The volume that can be sold is restricted to the real water consumption of the selling right-holder rather than the volume defined in the concession. Apart from lease contracts between users, Law 46/1999 provided for the possibility of river basin authorities setting up water use rights exchange centres to launch public water rights purchase offers to holders interested in temporarily or permanently transferring their water concessions, which would be transferred to other interested right-holders, in the manner of the water banks operating in the United States of America [61], [62].

3.3.2. Water trading experiences

The reader can find descriptions of the experiences with formal water markets in Spain in Calatrava and Gómez-Ramos [63], Garrido et al. [62], Rey et al. [30] and Palomo-Hierro et al. [12]. Garrido et al. [62]and De Stefano and Hernández-Mora [64] address the barely documented issue of informal water trade agreements, while Montilla-López et al. [65] does the same with water banks experiences. Calatrava and Martínez-Granados [60] and García-Mollá et al. [66] provide detailed descriptions of the functioning of water markets in the Segura and Júcar basin respectively.

The activity of water markets in Spain since they were formally regulated in 1999 has been limited, both in number of operations and volumes traded, clearly below what was initially expected in view of the characteristics of the Spanish water economy. Even in the driest years, exchanged water represent less than 1% of all annual consumptive uses [30]. Unsurprisingly, with some exceptions, most trading has concentrated in the southeast quadrant of Spain where most water-stressed areas are located [12]. Agricultural users have been the main water sellers, whereas, with the exception of a handful of large purchases by urban suppliers and the public buybacks of rights, a majority of water resources have been purchased by farmers.
Until the 2005, when a severe drought started and water markets became more active, the formal trading activity was very limited. In fact, only 46.66 GL were traded in Spain [12], 20 GL of which corresponded to a one-off purchase by an urban supplier and 10.1 GL to lease contracts within the Segura basin [63]. Later on, during the 2005-08 drought, the Spanish Government authorized inter-basin lease contracts using the existing transfer infrastructures, as an exceptional emergency measure to abate water supply problems in the hardest hit areas [62]. This resulted in several agreements between users from the Segura and Tagus basins (using the Tagus-Segura Transfer) and between users in the Almanzora and Guadalquivir basins (using the Negratín-Almanzora Transfer). These were annual agreements for specified volumes, at prices in origin that ranged from 0.15 to 0.28 €/m$^3$, involving a very small number of trading partners, and that were repeated with similar conditions during several years [30], [60].

The activity of intra-basin contracts, the only ones that functioned once the drought was over, increased in the period 2009-2014 with respect to 2000-2005. When a new drought situation recurred in 2014, the Spanish Government authorized again the celebration of lease contracts between users from different basins. However, in absence of published data for the whole country, the available evidence for the Segura basin, the major destination of inter-basin contracts, suggests that traded volumes have been significantly reduced with respect to those in the previous drought, partly because the Spanish Government is following a more strict application of the legislation [60].

Regarding they water exchange centres, they did not enter into operation, and only in the Guadiana, Júcar and Segura basins, until at the start of the 2005-2008 drought, when the Spanish Government reinforced their effectiveness by allowing them to cater for other demands, such as securing environmental uses. The water authorities of these three basins issued several public water rights purchase offers between 2006 and 2008, which had a limited success. In the case of the Júcar and Segura basins, all the purchased resources were used to maintain environmental river flows, but the budgets were not used up because there were not enough suppliers that met the set requirements and the purchase price was not attractive for farmers [30]. The aim of the Upper Guadiana water rights purchase offers, the largest-scale experience to date in Spain, was to raise the water tables in a severely over-exploited aquifer. In this case, the budget was fully allocated, but purchased rights were reallocated to other users in the form of new public concessions, and groundwater pumping was hardly reduced at all [62]. None of these water exchange centres has operated again.

Nationally the activity of water markets has been concentrated in drought periods [60]. The sources of most of the volumes traded are inter-basin lease contracts and public buyback of rights through water exchange centres. Palomo-Hierro et al. [12] estimate the total volume traded in Spanish water markets between 2001 and 2011 to be 590 GL, 81.5% of which took place during the three years drought in 2005-2008. Inter-basin agreements totalled 39.9% of the volumes traded in that period, while public water rights purchase orders and intra-basin lease contracts accounted for 26.5% and 33.6% of these, respectively. In addition to the reduced number of trading partners and operations, the traded volumes are insignificant, moreover if we compared them with those in countries with more active water markets. Even considering 2007, the year with the largest market activity, traded volumes amount to less than 1% of total water use in the country, far below Chile, Australia and even California, and similar to the South African Republic [12]. This figure rises up to between 2.5% and 4.5% for the most water scarce basins.

The available evidence also show that there is a considerable price spread in lease contracts [12], [30], even within the same basin and years [60]. Prices have ranged between 0.06 and 0.30 €/m$^3$ at source, net of transportation costs and losses. This, together with the relatively low number of market participants and transactions, suggests that there is a thin market, typical of situations where relevant barriers to trade exists [67], [68].
3.3.3. Barriers to trade

Several studies have pointed at some of the reasons for the limited functioning of water markets in Spain ([12], [30], [62], [69]–[71]; to cite a few). Many of the barriers to trade highlighted by these authors are similar to those in other countries, such as Australia, Chile or the USA: rigid legislation, spatial restrictions, slow administrative procedures, difficulties in finding trading partners, market thinness and price dispersion, etc. However, the evidence from these countries shows that their water markets are more flexible and that the traded are volumes relatively greater [30], [72], what suggests that barriers to trade could be more restricting in Spain.

In addition to the restrictive regulatory framework, the most relevant barriers to trade in Spain would be the lack of market transparency, the insufficient definition of the volumes potentially tradable, and the fact that the administrative authorization process is not only slow but its outcomes are uncertain. However, the major barrier is probably the increasing opposition of some stakeholders, including those in the areas-of-origin, environmental organisations, etc. [62], [70], what results in conflicts between different users and regions and political interferences. All these barriers to trade have resulted in thin markets with monopsonistic and monopolistic behaviours [70].

Most of the above cited studies coincide in the need of an improved and more flexible regulatory framework, similar to the reforms included in the 2010 Andalusian Water Act. Reforms should also include a clearer definition of tradable resources and criteria under which exchanges would be authorised, a more agile administrative process with more predictable outcomes, less political interferences and more transparency.

In addition, the Spanish Government should go beyond lease contracts between right holders and foster other trading mechanisms, especially in more water-stressed areas. For instance, water supply option contracts could reduce uncertainties and transaction costs [30], [71]. Similarly, using Water Banks for something else than very occasional environmental water buybacks could reduce transaction costs and increase market participation [65], while allowing for a better public monitoring of operations [62] and an increased market transparency [12].

Finally, these barriers to trade that constraint on the transfer of water rights result in the role of formal water markets being taken by the sale and lease markets for land with irrigation rights, and by informal water markets functioning mostly in the most water stressed southern and eastern areas [60], [62]. Informal water markets are those that are not covered by the provisions of Law 46, and that include exchanges between members of the same WUA (Water Users Association) and, to a larger extent, the lease and of private groundwater rights [64]. Their activity suggests that the current regulatory framework does not respond to the changing needs of water users, especially during droughts.

3.3.4. An overall assessment of the Spanish water markets experience

It would be far from true to consider the Spanish experience with water markets to date as a successful story, as there are both positive and negative aspects. Obviously, a positive issue is that water resources have been reallocated to higher value uses and to more water-stressed areas, thus generating ample gains in welfare, especially in the case of inter-basin operation [73]. Moreover, the water exchange centres briefly operating during the 2000s have provided environmental benefits through the public water rights purchase offers, which, like the public water banks of California, Australia or Canada, have been used exclusively to achieve environmental goals [61], [74]. However, the notable gains-from-trade of inter-basin operations may have been smaller due to the alleged environmental impacts in the basins of
origin of water and the indirect public financial support to during the 2005-2008 drought in the form of water tariff rebates [75].

Gains-from-trade may have outweighed possible negative environmental impacts, which, are yet to be quantified. There is still a disputed debate about this question [70], which results from the general lack of transparency in which Spanish water markets operate. From the reduced traded volumes and the fact that some applications have been rejected based on potential environmental impacts, we can assume that these have been insignificant for intra-basin operations. In the case of inter-basin leases, the environmental impacts may have been greater, although, as commented, this is a conjecture. However, in most operations, water authorities have required that a share of the exchanged volume be left in the watercourses of the area-of-origin [62], [70]. Another negative aspect is that the increasing opposition of some stakeholders has resulted in conflicts between different users and regions and political interferences (facilitated by the unsecured criteria for authorising trading operations).

In this sense, in our view, there might have been some political ambiguity towards water markets. The current regulatory framework gives water authorities a lot of leeway for political intervention. The Spanish Government played a relevant role by actively supporting inter-basin trading during the 2005 to 2008 drought [70], and promoted successive legal reforms aimed at extending trading opportunities [75]. However, they have not clearly committed to harnessing the potential of water markets. Moreover, the Spanish Government seems to be increasingly reluctant towards inter-basin lease contracts [60]. Should the Spanish Government decide to turn water markets into a more used and efficient tool, the instruments defined in the 1999 Water Act should be better designed and developed. Lease contracts needs more security and faster administrative procedures, while water banks should function permanently.

Despite the mixed picture, many experts and relevant stakeholders consider water markets as an useful tool to help water allocation in Spain, with potential to solve critical water scarcity situations, as long as they are adequately regulated and monitored, but far from being the solution to structural water scarcity problems in the country [62], and in no case a substitute for water authority action. Nevertheless, there is consensus in the need of deep reforms for water markets to provide their full potential without threatening the public interest [30].

4. What can we learn from our experience trading water?

In 1920 Alfred Marshall provided clarity to economic thought via the introduction of intersecting supply and demand curves to explain producer and consumer surplus. By illustrating how marginal utility changed demand and supply price elasticity, consumer and producer behaviour could then be explained. Markets are then a place where individuals interact in an attempt to maximise their utility over time. Marshall notes that markets can range in both size and structure from: open international market places; to ‘secluded’ where all external influence is frozen out; and the majority of markets that economist must study, lie somewhere between the two. Subsequently, markets are often considered as the panacea to economic problems. However, markets are not a naturally organic creation, markets are designed and this requires government intervention to deal with the complex problems of market failure and missing markets [76].Thus a single market can be used to ‘solve’ a myriad of social and economic problems, while acting as a clearance house to link buyers and seller together. Without a clear design, guidance, and rules of participation, markets can fail.

Apart from the MDB in Australia, in all countries where water markets have been established, trading activity remains relatively limited (typically 1-5% of allocated volumes). Water markets provide some flexibility, but their potential has been limited. Market limitations
are contextual and historic political and policy decisions (that frame the markets design, private and public participation, legal frameworks, and institutional structures) create a legacy of obstacles that inhibit swift reform. While this inability to enact reform benefits existing right owners, the time required to enact change, if utilised properly, can be used to obtain more information to design better markets and ultimately lead to a better outcome for society.

For markets to be established there needs to be political will [27]. The transition towards a closed basin, capping extractions, allocating property rights and putting markets into place can only occur if either the public sees the need for change and directs political action, or if the policy process is being done to improve welfare for society [77]. Each alternative has political costs and benefits, as political process is a game the absence of bipartisanship markets may never develop.

Several studies have provided insight towards identifying physical and institutional factors that are currently hampering the activity of water markets in different countries [19], [26], [62], [78]. Among these, the study of Marston and Cai [26] seems to provide the most comprehensive and updated review of the existing barriers. According to their research, the major difficulties faced in undertaking water trading schemes are:

- The lack of well-defined and enforceable water rights, mainly resulting from the existence of some financial, administrative and cultural factors which difficult the adoption of water reforms aimed at breaking the linkage between water rights and land rights.

- Third-party effects arising from water trading, i.e. the impact that water market transactions can have on users not directly involved in market decision-making processes or negotiations, or their social stability, or the environment (e.g. instream flows, water quality, area-of-origin equity…).

- The lack of information support and limited stakeholder involvement, which prevents potential water users from market participation, and therefore narrowing the market.

- Transaction and transition costs that may outweigh any difference in the marginal productivity of water between buyer and seller, hampering potential water transfers. Examples of transaction costs may include the cost derived from gathering information, identifying trading opportunities, negotiation, conveyance, monitoring, enforcement and third-party impacts mitigation; while transition costs correspond to those institutional costs to shift from the previous institutional structure to one more favourable to markets [79]. If transactions costs are greater than gains from trade, the transactions will not be profitable and will not take place [80], [81].

- Unsustainable institutional structure and operation including excessive or over restrictive regulations or rules that prevent water transfers to other uses or places.

In places where water markets have matured and expanded (e.g. Australia) there is growing interest in the potential for more flexible trading mechanisms (‘secondary markets’ as termed by the Australian NWC), such as water derivatives. Water derivatives (forward contracts, futures and options) have several economic, institutional and risk-related benefits in comparison with traditional water trading mechanisms. They are already being used in some countries, helping urban water suppliers to secure water for different uses, environmental regulators to guarantee minimum environmental flows during water shortage periods, and irrigators to plan their activities knowing that they will have water available later in the season. Several authors have also demonstrated the potential benefits of water derivatives for countries where they do not currently exist, like Spain [58], [82]–[84]. The implementation of these mechanisms increases the risk management alternatives available and reduces risk
management costs, enables water users to tailor water access to their requirements, and encourages more efficient utilisation of water rights and associated capital.

5. Concluding remarks

The review of successful water trading in different countries highlights the benefits of markets as a tool to reallocate water and contribute to solve water availability issues. However, as the presented case studies also show, in reality markets are far from perfect and must be carefully designed and implemented to release their whole potential and avoid negative externalities. Due to increasing water availability pressures and a shift from supply to demand-focused water management approaches, we believe water markets could play a more important role in water reallocation in the future in many countries, once the prerequisites for their implementation are met in those areas. Learning from existing systems, like we are doing here, could improve future market experiences and increase their success.
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